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WEST BENGAL STATE UNIVERSITY
B.A./B.Sc. General PART-II Examinations, 2016
GEOGRAPHY-GENERAL
PAPER-GEOG-II

Time Allotted: 3 Hours

Full Marks: 100
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The figures in the margin indicate fall marks.
Candidates should answer in their own words
and adhere to the word limit as practicable.
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Group-A

�-

(Population and Social Geography)
(Marks: 30)
Category-A

�-�

Answer any one question from the following within 300 words:

Pt�'61� �-� c51</i$ � ffl �00 � �� �:
1.

How does fertility rate affects the demographic structure of a country?
Explain your answer with examples.
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2.

Discuss the reasons behind the uneven distribution of world population with
suitable examples.
��'�'5Pi�<I-OC-Hlffi����?����l
Category-B

�-�

Answer any four questions. from the following within 100 words each:

A�fdl� Cll-� d �m �oo ����:

What steps have been taken to counter poverty in India?

3.

� �� � �m�?
�1,i:i�<1c("ttHl�1 <tS�tc.:im
.

.

4.

What are the causes of the rural-urban migration in India?
et��<IC(�

5.

<:m � �� 91Hl2tl1eiC--1<l:I ����?

Discuss the factors controlling literacy rate in India.
\Sl<J:i�<IC(�1»Jp<J:t�1 � �� �1C61115--11 � l

6.

Discuss the characteristics of age-sex pyramid of a developing country.
�fl�--1� � <fW!-fflffllfi!CIS<J:1����?

7.

How can death rate be measured?

�J* Mi\StC<I �91' ��?
8.

Mention the impact of migration in urban areas. Discuss with suitable
examples.
����.:zt�isiC-=l'll ������l

9.
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Distinguish between over population and under population.
�\��'8�����ffi9M�l
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Group-B

�-�
(Economic Geography)
(Marks: 30)
Category-A

�-�

Answer any one question from the following within 300 words each:

A����-� <!I� �m�oo � �� �:
10.

1ox l = 10

What is plantation farming? Discuss the favourable geographical conditions
for tea plantation.
����?Dl�����M�ICa!lb.-11�1

11.

Discuss the factors for the development of Petro-chemical industry m
western part of India. What are the problems of this industry?
16\?IW,?1 �11\\f;Ca!?I C9itlJHl>inl� � � �'f �� I �l_ � ��
��?
Category-B

�-�

Answer any four questions from the following within 100 words each:

A�M� �-C<Wf � �m �oo � �� �:
12.

5x4 = 20

Write a short note on shifting cultivation.
��l\!i?tct � '69Rt ��I

13.

2072

Distinguish between Primary and Secondary sector of economic activities.
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14.

Analyse the s_ignificance of cottage industry in Indian economy.
'61�����������1�1

15.

Analyse the problems and prospects of cotton textile industry in India.
-S1�'6,qC�������'(3��t��I

16.

17.

Mention the advantages of mixed farming.

. Mention the characteristics of intensive rice farming in India.
��'i!W������l

18.

lndentify the problems of Heavy Engineering industry in India.
������m��f"6.lt�1
Group-C
�-,t
(Regional Geography and Environmental Issues of fodia)
(

(Marks: 40)
Category-A

�-�

Answer any two questions from the following within 300 words each:

���� �-� � �ffl �00 �-m;� �:
19.

Discuss the basis of broad physiographic divisions of India. Describe the
p�ysiographic characteristics of Deccan Trap.
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20.

How far uncertainty and uneven distribution 9f Monsoon responsible for
drought in India? Justify your answer with suitable examples.
'St�l.6,qC('!l � � � <51AficM1'6t \S '51>t�M �ct � � � �<ij��rm?
���ffrfl

21.

Mention the forest resources of India and its importances. Describe the
consequences of deforestation.
�Ht'!�C( �'IT ����IQ� ����I �CU �� *G41*'4
�t{;G;w.lt �I

22.

Describe the nature and type of industries in Asansol-Durgapur region. Also
mention the present problems in this region.
��t�C>tta<f-1f_';1f� ��� �� � \S �ct ��w.lt � I IQ� ��
�����I
Category-B

�-�

Answer any four questions from the following within 100 words each:

5x4 = 20

A�M��-���m��oo����:
23.

Distinguish between formal and functional regions.
�r-re-tA<tS '6 �t(<tiffi �� � �9f't� I

24.

In which parts of India Mangrove forest is found and discuss its necessity.
'Sl�Cl.6� � � �� �'1J � <!im <Tm, IQ� �t'ST�hll.61�I

25.

What are the measures that taken for soil conservation?
��,�'Bl�� �M1Jf# ��?
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26.

What is the difference between reserved forest and protected forest?
���� >j_-slfiit.� ,q��fil:i, � � �t

27.

Analyse the impact of 'Green Revolution' on agriculture of the
Punjab-Haryana wheat belt.

9ft@it<f-�{!Mt ��� ��' ���t�1 �
28.

Write any five consequences of soil erosion in India.
� �M<pl'if>C{l� 9fl61t <P61t<P'1 ��I
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